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SION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS—Part II

FRAME OF REFERENCE.
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INTRODUCTION

Scenario

Outstate Minnesota, a Friday afternoon in January. An
(tension specialist starts the drive to the St. Paul Campus; a
County 

extension agent returns to his office; an extension
, eeting Participant heads home — as each reflects, one com-
1119n thread is noted — satisfaction with that day's extension
educational event in which all had a part.

The a
were the ingredients of this satisfying experience?

infe agent identified needs or interests; the specialist provided
°Mlation; and the learner changed an attitude, increasedkh

h Wiedge, or improved a skill that helped satisfy a personal

t •Illhefeocl. To the extension workers the learner's need was for
0 Illation upon which change will be based. The learner
i-ax,Pressed those needs in terms of improved income, saving

1.n3r, or providing for family goals.

oe Behind this Friday afternoon experience in January, re-
i ar,,,ted in some variation literally thousands of times annuallyn

wlinnesota, lies the extension program development pro-cess

sh Unfortunately some extension efforts don't follow the
ourceess story illustrated above. This, plus desire to improve
t:gramming, has led the Minnesota Extension organization

studY its internal program development process.

p In December 1971, Director Roland H. Abraham named
r°gram Development Advisory Committee that represented
extension staff groups.

nr First the advisory committee studied the existing pro-
p‘oaril development situation in Minnesota. A set of issues or
;00cerns evolved from this study which provided direction

the 
further committee work. The committee identified that

Minnesota  Agricultural Extension Service has a need for:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Preparation of a well defined program development

framework or model.
Accommodation of differing perspectives toward pro-

gramming and priority setting at various levels in the

organization.
A uniform method of determining program priorities in
the organization.
Uniformity in phasing or timing program development
among planning units, staff groups, and geographic
areas.

5. A system to develop unified program emphasis within a
decentralized organization.

6. A mechanism to administratively encourage creativity,
innovation, and critical evaluation.

7. A procedure to integrate MEMIS into program develop-
ment.

8. An emphasis on personal accountability in programming.
9. An ability to respond to national and state programs

often funded on a project basis.
10. Improved staff training in program development theory,

process, procedures, and evaluation.

The committee studied program development theory,
principles, concepts, and processes based on research, publica-
tions, and experiences of other state extension services and
universities. Five program development models were studied
in depth: ES—USDA, the University of Chicago; University

of Wisconsin; North Carolina State University: and Cornell
University. Through synthesis of available materials and models
and consideration of the Minnesota situation, the committee
has developed a framework or model for use in Minnesota Ex-
tension program development.

This publication and Parts II and III on the subject are
designed to improve understanding of the extension program
development process and to help the organization move to-
ward more efficient extension programs. This reference should
be basic for preserv ice, inserv ice, and graduate study discus-
sions and training in program development.

Definitions of key concepts are provided throughout the
text. A working definition of the term program development 
as developed and used by the committee is provided at the
outset.

Program development consists of a set of planned,
purposeful, coordinated activities involving exten-
sion staff at various levels and their clientele in de-
termining needs and designing and carrying out
learning experiences. The purpose is to bring
about desired change in the attitudes, knowledge,
or skills of individuals, groups, organizations, or
communities. Evaluation and feedback to assure
program viability and organization renewal are an
essential part of effective program development.

The set of activities referred to in this definition form
the basis for the dynamic program development framework.
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THE MINNESOTA EXTENSION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

PART I INTRODUCTION

What's How do extension programs originate? How does an extension worker plan'

implement, and evaluate extension educational programs? How can one 
extensioene

Program worker explain to a new staff member or to someone outside the Extension ServIc

just exactly how extension programs evolve? These questions and others appear

Development? continually during the career of Minnesota Cooperative Extension workers.

The framework for program development in Minnesota Cooperative 
Extensi°11

work is offered with these questions in mind. This framework trys to cut the Pr°.

gram development process into bite sized pieces that can be studied, related to ex"

tension activities, and assessed individually or collectively as a development of 
an

entire program.

A The program development framework suggested for Minnesota 
Cooperative.s

Extension workers contains eight distinct and separate parts called elements. Till

Model publication describes each element briefly. Extension personnel need to bear 
in

mind that during any one program, these elements do not occur necessarily in a

For specific time sequence. All eight portions of the framework should be evident

any extension program. The knowledgeable extension worker recognizes when e. ad:

Reference. process occurs and how to use the elements individually and collectively to Pro°

extension programs that serve Minnesota residents effectively and efficiently.

Figure 1.

Framework

for program

development

in Minnesota

Cooperative

Extension work.
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Outside Forces

Form A Programming

Environment.

Social

Values

Differ.

Program Priorities

Must Survive In

Economic

Environment.

RECOGNIZE SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, POLITICAL, AND
EDUCATIONAL FORCES

At the very base of the framework for program development in Minnesota
Cooperative Extension work are the social, economic, political, and educational
forces. These forces are present in any environment in which extension educa-
tion occurs. As extension staff try to develop some extension educational activ-
ity they must realize that these forces often affect greatly their ability to suc-
cessfully plan, implement, or evaluate any program.

Social Forces

All kinds of human interaction affect the extension program development
process. The family, the group, the organization, the community, and the nation,
come into play on even the smallest and least imposing extension program. All
groups, from family through nations, base their activities and decisions on goals
as well as norms and values. Extension educators must be aware of both the ele-
ments and their effect on the actions of these groups.

An excellent example might be the effect of churches on extension program-
ming. What is permissible and encouraged in an extension program in one community
(for instance social dancing in 4-H) may be directly opposed to the values and norms
of some religious organizations in another community. The agent in the county
with some people opposed to social dancing must be aware of this opposition as he
develops 4-H programs.

Economic Forces

Extension program developers must face two economic forces:

1. Economic resources and associated power within the geographic area.
2. Priority setting sometimes based on return on investment or other

economic measures.

Economic forces exert a strong influence and may dominate public decision-
making. Special interest groups with economic power and shortrun decisions must
be weighed against the public good over a longtime period. Economic forces in a
state, county, or community may exert influence by the support or lack of support
given the Extension Service itself.

Several extension program efforts such as agricultural production, forestry,
and tourism have strongly emphasized improved economic benefits through adop-
tion of new practices. Economic benefits are however not so easily identified in
youth or home economics family living programs. Many such extension educational
efforts are difficult to measure in economic terms. However, program priorities,
even though people-need oriented, must survive in the environment of economic
forces which measure output in economic terms.

Extension workers must continually keep economic forces in perspective as
they work with lay planning groups and other professional staff to set program
priorities and plan associated extension activities.

Political Forces

The Extension Service was born out of political action, and its programs
must be developed within a political setting, thus it is affected by political forces.

Federal, state, and county legislation and appropriations have combined to
produce the world's largest adult education organization. That political bodies,
organizations, and processes have provided for funding, support, and development
of the Extension Service, speaks well for the importance of political forces to the
extension worker.
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Extension Provides

Forum And

Subject Matter.

Not

In

A

Vacuum.

Knowing The

System—Key To

Effective

Programming.

People Identify

And Solve

Problems.

A democracy depends on informed citizens. Extension, with units in 
every

county, has an effective delivery system to keep people informed. So, 
extension

can provide a forum as well as subject matter for discussion of political 
issues an .d.

public policy questions. The effective extension worker can fully work with Poll"

tical groups and the forces they represent to provide the educational 
component

in political considerations.

For effective program development, the political forces affecting su
pport of

extension work and those bearing on control of extension education 
programs,

must be understood. These forces vary over time and with the issues and 
peoPle

involved.

Education Forces

Although the educational establishment is certainly part of the social, ec°n,°'

mic, and political forces in any community or in the state as a whole, it is single°

out here as a force affecting the extension program development process. 
Exten-

sion workers use informal educational processes varying considerably from 
the

traditional education institutions. The elementary and secondary schools, higher

education and vocational schools all concentrate on structured learning. An 
ex- of

tension educator, on the other hand, bases his programs on informal, out-of-sch°

activities.

Twenty-five years ago Cooperative Extension work was one of the few out:i.

of-school, informal educational institutions. in recent years, however, many l

tutions are beginning to use informal education to serve their publics. in 
this situ'

tion, coordination, conflict, or competition between organizations promPts 
the e

entire educational melieu to become an important force affecting the 
extension clu

cational program development process. No informal educational institution 
can

function in a vacuum. Cooperative Extension programs conducted by 
extension

workers are no exception.

In short, the social, economic, political, and educational forces available in,

any community or situation definitely undergird the entire extension 
education ale

process. That's why the model in Figure 1 shows the forces at its base. When °n

of these forces increases in strength, changes direction, or becomes more or 
less

important to Cooperative Extension work, the entire extension program dev
eloP"

ment process changes. Theses forces affect both the nature of program 
contendt.n,

and the process or manner of staff action in program development. 
Understan

the social, economic, and political and educational forces is essential for intelligell

extension programming.

UNDERSTAND THE EXTENSION ORGANIZATION

An extension worker must know something about the organization that er11,,

ploys him. Although studying history, policies, organization objectives, roles, al-li t.:

relationships may be uninteresting to the extension worker, all of these factors cluo,

affect him and his abilities to develop extension programs. This portion of the P.:

gram development framework also underlies the entire program process. It 
too ers

depicted in the model (Figure 1) as part of the stand upon which extension vvork

use or misuse the program development process. The extension worker needs 
to,

understand the organization before he can understand and apply the program de

velopment process.

Historical Base and Philosophy

A philosophy or value framework has been developed in the Minnesota Agri'

cultural Extension Service over a period of time. A general philosophy in exten-

sion is:

Given a democratic framework, people want to progress toward a more satis'or

-lying state and will change with encouragement, increased understanding, and OPP
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tunity. People, through their own initiative, identify and solve their own problems
given the opportunity, knowledge, and skills pertinent to the situation. This philo-
sophy creates a challenge for extension programs and certainly affects the behavior

of extension staff. Commitment of staff to a philosophy of extension is therefore
essential.

A history of extension begins with the formation of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture in 1862 and continues through the recent revision of the Minnesota

Cooperative Extension law in 1973. The various laws and acts affect many pro-

grams. This may be related to historical precedent or on the contrary lack of prece-

dence.

Organization Structure

Flexibility The Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service is a subsystem of the larger

University. It has ties to federal and county governmental units. There are line

Innovation and staff functions within the structure but heavy emphasis is placed on the parti-

cipative colleague style of organization. This makes for fragile administrative re-

Creativity. lationships and fixing of responsibility, but does allow for flexibility, innovation,

and creativity. Organization ties to other units of the University are on a formal

basis, while ties to educational institutions outside the University are more infor-

mal and voluntary.

What We Are

All About.

Extension Service Mission Objectives

Minnesota Extension workers continually redefine the mission of the organi-

zation. The most recently revised statement of Extension Service purpose follows:

Purpose of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service 

The Agricultural Extension Service is an educational unit of the University of
Minnesota. Its purpose is to provide educational programs that are responsive to
the needs of people in increasing their individual and collective well being.

Broad Extension Service Mission Objectives 

1. To help people acquire knowledge and skills needed to attain levels of
living which meet their aspirations.

2. To help people change attitudes and increase their understanding of
skills so they can achieve their satisfying life experiences.

3. To help people develop abilities and understandings to become well-
informed citizens working toward improved communities and the kind
of economic, social, and political environment they desire.

Extension Service Mission Objectives For Specific Program Areas 

Agricultural Production, Management, and Conservation of Natural Resources—

To assist agricultural producers and related businesses in the production of needed
amounts of quality products through efficient management, wise use of resources

and application of modern technology; and to help people conserve natural resources

through wise use and management.

Marketing and Utilization—To improve efficiency in the system of marketing,

distribution and utilization of farm products; and to help people understand the

marketing processes and systems:

Youth—To provide youth with educational experiences for mental, physical,

social, and spiritual growth that lead to their assumption of mature citizenship res-

ponsibilities as an effective adult in society.

Public Affairs—To provide educational experiences to help people develop

awareness and gain understanding of public issues so that as well informed citizens

they will examine those issues critically and make intelligent decisions.

Community Improvement - Resource Development—To help people increase

their knowledge and understanding of the community and its resources—human,

natural, and institutional—so they can make intelligent decisions concerning action

for community improvement.

Family Living—To provide family members with educational experiences

that foster the development of youth and adults as individuals and as members of
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a family. To increase the competence of family members in homemaking 
techniqyes

and the ability to make intelligent decisions concerning family resources and goals'

Each subsystem i.e. county unit, specialist group, academic department, area

staff, as well as other parts of the University and other educational agencies helP

the Extension Service revise its objectives. Each subsystem develops its own Ore

specific objectives which relate to the overall Extension objectives.

Extension mission objectives provide direction to staff units and help staff

members identify exactly what they do in the organization. The acceptance of

these objectives is not mandatory but certainly helpful to an extension worker

developing programs.

Policies and Procedures

Ideally the policies and procedures of the Minnesota Agricultural Extensioent

Service facilitate reaching the Extension Service (mission) objectives. They are s

forth as guides to assist in decisionmaking and maintaining the organization as de'

termined by extension administrators.

Policies are an essential element of programming. They serve as rules, guided'o 1

lines, or limits to assist in planning. Procedures are specific methods or "how to

it" guides to action. An understanding of policies and procedures and how 
they

can be of assistance is necessary to all extension workers.

Role Definition and Relationships

Roles Extension workers must understand the kinds of tasks they are asked to per

form. It is essential that the role of each extension worker is defined, revised 
as. in

Are needed, and understood and shared by other staff members. Undefined roles witn_ts,

an organization cause many conflicts, thus greatly influencing program 
effect7

Made An understanding of the various relationships among all Extension workers is 
clo. eers

ly related to role definition. There are essentially four groups of Extension wort(

Up Of involved in program development. They are subject matter specialists, area 
exte_rr

sion agents, county extension workers, and state administrative-supervisory stani
Expectations. And, academic departments at the University, through their department heads, el

becoming increasingly associated with extension programs.

Clear definition and communication of roles and responsibilities plus 
devell'f

ment of harmonious relationships among individuals and groups are prerequisites

effective extension program development.

Management

It is necessary to realize that many management styles are used within 
there

Extension Service. The Extension Service is made up of people, and all people 

similar and yet very different. Different styles of management, different kinds 01_5

priorities are to be expected within an organization as broadly based and diverse

the Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service. Understanding of these and the

various kinds of staff development opportunities which support members within

this management complex is essential.

Extension The Extension Service functions in an academic setting and has many decen.

tralized units making decisions. As an organization today extension relies heavilY

Is on consensus in management decisions. Many people are involved in the decisi°I1

process. This management style is in contrast to the central, more autocratic 
or

Decentralized. ganization forms.

Who Are Extension

Students? How Do We

Reach Them?

IDENTIFY AND INVOLVE RELEVANT PEOPLE

Once the extension worker understands the base of the framework upon

which the program development process functions (see Figure 1) the actual

identification of the action process within the framework can begin. We will
enter the framework at step number III, identifying and involving clientele.
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The extension worker must consider all potential target audiences. These
potential target audiences must be considered in terms of their similar or group
interests, and their geographic location. For instance, a county worker should
consider all people within the county as a potential target audience while the
state extension worker must include the entire state and for some purposes even
region or nation. Within this geographic audience the extension worker should
focus on the section or parts which can be or would be affected by the educa-
tional programs considered. Audiences may fit either a geographic area or a
personal educational need group.

Involve After identifying the audiences, extension workers must involve the people
in the program development process. Individuals with leadership qualities within

People. the audience group must be asked to provide inputs and determine priorities while
programming. Two important factors occur when this happens. 1) The program
developed is at a level and contains the items the people believe are essential. 2)

The people involved in planning the program become committed to its success and

will promote and assist in its implementation.

This aspect of program development is the beginning of the delicate relation-

ship that must exist between the extension worker and the audience. The planners

involved must include and go far beyond just the people who will participate in the

learning activity. Organizations, agencies, and other extension staff or related edu-

cators should often be in on the development of extension programs.

DETERMINE THEIR NEEDS AND GOALS

When an extension worker has identified his or her audience and has begun
to involve them in the development of extension programs, their specific needs
must be uncovered and translated into broad programmatic goals.

Successful programs originate in the societal or perceived needs of various
people. The people, their social setting, and the inputs of specialists, all affect
these perceived needs. Helping people determine their needs is one of the most
challenging tasks an extension worker faces. It is often difficult to clearly identify
and differentiate between an individual's wants and his felt or unfelt needs. Often
the extension worker must help people learn to identify unfelt needs. Helping the
learner through an awareness stage presents many educational opportunities. To
be a success, a program must satisfy needs that are important to the people involved.

Needs—A Gap An individual learner's need or the needs of a prospective extension audience
represent a gap between what is and what might be. At this point, extension work-

Between "What Is" ers must provide some kind of extension educational program to help achieve the
"what-might-be" state through changes in knowledge, understanding, skills, or

And "What Could attitudes. If for example a farmer expresses his need as more income, the exten-

sion worker should translate this into the change in knowledge (production prac-

Be." tices etc.) needed to reach the desired goal.

Information on the situation confronting people must be gathered during

this stage of the program development process. Related facts have to be analyzed

to determine what has been, what is, or what might be. By analyzing this infor-

mation and consulting with various groups about their interests and needs, many

broad problem situations can be identified. The extension worker must then

help the group set some priorities after clearly identifying the existing problem.

Goals When the needs are identified and priorities are assigned to the problems, the

goals should be stated. These goals are stated in broad terms and should point a

Give direction and form a basis for change in the individual. They must be stated

clearly so that the audience and extension worker understand the problem and how

Direction. it might be alleviated. These goals are not instructional objectives. They should

point a direction and suggest a basis for change rather than being a method for

achieving this change.

9



A Projected Program

Gives Direction.

arid
The long range program represents an organized description of problems .s

needs identified with the audience. The long range program serves to bring 
needv.

and problems into line with the resources and capabilities of the Extension 
Servi

The purposes and objectives of the Extension Service and other related 
organiza"

tions must be considered when developing this long range plan.

Get Long range programs should be written and should include at least a 
state-

ment of:

Programs 1. The present and recent past social, economic, political, and educational

situation and any other facts pertinent to the planned program.
On 2. The needs, wants, and problems of clientele uncovered during the planning,

process. Both societal and individual needs should be written so those 
notrs

Paper.  directly involved in the planning process (including other extension workefrie

clientele, or the general public) have some understanding of what has 
(0 5

3. Long term program objectives derived from the situation and clientele 
nee°

and merged with Extension Service objectives. These program 
objective

should point direction for educational programs. 

4. The coordination needed between appropriate extension workers and 
other (i

What Can Be

Done This Year?

PLAN A LONG RANGE PROGRAM

Very few Extension Service mission objectives can be achieved through
 Ore

educational activity. Most programs require a series of educational activities 
ove.

long period of time to assist in correctly satisfying the needs and solving the Pro°

lems identified by the audience.

Thus, an extension worker must plan for more than one year. The long

range program suggests that a 3- to 5-year master strategy should be developed

for each extension program. Such a document becomes a blue print from which

specific educational programs can be determined annually.

groups in reaching the long term program objectives.

The long range program must not be overlooked in the extension 
worker's

haste to develop extension programs. To develop consistent, systematic e
xtol-

sion programs it is essential that a long range plan be written and utilized, bY ellY

worker or staff groups that are a part of the organization.

PREPARE ANNUAL PLAN OF WORK

•v
The annual plan of work is an attempt to design specific educational act

ities
'.

for one year. It is a method for extension workers to inform each other about

their plans to meet the needs and objectives of their audiences.

Extension policy requires each extension worker to identify annually the

various objectives and methodology he will use to achieve these objectives. It

the one time when all extension workers have the opportunity to articulate 
theiFie

priorities, goals, and the strategy to achieve these goals as they carry out their I°

and responsibility in extension. The extension annual plan of work correspondsg

to the curriculum of formal educational institutions and should relate to the 
Ion

range program.

The annual plan of work must focus on the learner. This learner and boy-

knowledge, attitude, or skill (behavior) will be changed is the crux of an annual_v

plan of work. Having identified the learner's changes (also called determining et'

cational objectives) the extension worker then suggests methods to achieve these_

changes. It is also possible to identify organizational objectives in an annual PIP

of work. Organizational objectives help identify ways to structure the organize"

lion so that educational objectives can be achieved more easily.

Ii
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Contents

Of The

Annual

Plan.

Each program component or area of program emphasis included in the
annual plan of work should have:

1. A situation statement - derived from the long range plan.
2. Educational objectives - identifying the potential learner, subject matter

content and knowledge, skill or attitude to be changed.
3. An organizational objective defined - what the organization will do with

facilities, groups, or efforts to assist in achieving educational objectives
(example: increase 4-H members; DHIA numbers, or meetings, plots, etc.).

4. A calendar of learning activities, events, experiences which relate to each
educational and organization objective.

5. The extension worker's specific responsibility identified and the role other
extension workers have in executing the plan.

6. The schedule, timing, and coordination of human resources to reach objec-
tives.

7. A statement of method of evaluation and how the extension worker will

determine if educational objectives were attained.

The format of the annual plan of work is usually determined by extension

administration. However, it is important that this plan of work achieve not only

administration needs but also meet the needs of each planning unit. Plans of work
help a planning unit coordinate and structure its members' yearly activities. The
plan of work should be reviewed and revised at the conclusion of the educational
activity. This permits the extension worker to relate the ongoing extension pro-
gram to the long range plan.

IMPLEMENT THE PLAN

A This particular step in the program development framework is really the focal
point of the entire process. The extension program will now effect a change in the

Single learner's knowledge, skill or attitude if effectively implemented.

Certain tasks should be performed during the program implementation stageProgram
no matter what teaching method or activity is used. These tasks include prepara-
tion of:

Package.

Activities Are

Learning Experiences.

1. Instructional objectives. At this stage the extension worker can finally de-
termine exactly and specifically what change in behavior is needed from
those participating in the educational activity. Here is where objectives turn
from theoretical (talking about many people and how they must change) to
the practical (talking about one individual and what he must do to change in
knowledge, skills, or attitudes).

2. Operational objectives. Some type of detailed outline or plan (a teaching
plan) to achieve these objectives should be prepared. What must the exten-
sion worker do to bring about the desired change in the learner? Often this
cannot be written in an extension informal educational program, but written
or otherwise it must be based on the individual objectives identified.

3. The correct combination of subject matter, material, and other resources,
4. A procedure to allow modification of the process while it is being carried

out. This is often done through continual feedback throughout the learn-
ing activity.

5. A procedure to reinforce the learner as he seeks to change in knowledge,
skills, or attitudes. Some process to continually reinforce his change during
the entire process should be implemented.

6. A process of evaluation. Some method must be determined to find out if
the instructional objectives were in fact achieved.

7. A method of relating the process back to the plan of work.

Extension programs are not implemented automatically. Extension workers
must plan, coordinate, and set the stage so that previously determined objectives

11



What Happened?

How Did

It Go?

Have Objectives

Been Reached?

12

can be achieved. Very often the interested people who nelped identity needs earl
Y

in the program development process will be most helpful in program 
implementa-

tion. It is the Extension professional's job, however, to understand the 
process an

the kinds of implementation that will most effectively and efficiently help the

learner learn.

EVALUATE AND REPORT

A well planned Extension program includes evaluation of all its 
component%

The entire programming process must be evaluated as it is carried out. For 
exarnP..ii.'

the extension worker continually asks, "Am I doing the right thing?" "Am 
I react

ing the right people?" "Am I asking the right questions?" These kinds of evalud"

tions are essential throughout the process.

It is also nece5,sary to determine if identifiable objectives are being 
reached

The instructional objectives identified in program implementation (Element 
VIII r

the educational and organizational objectives identified in the annual plan of vor

(Element VI) and the goals and program objectives identified in long range 
pro-

grams (Elements IV and V) all must be compared to the results. It is 
mandatorY

that the extension professional do this comparison.

Evaluation is useful for three major reasons:

1. It is essential that the extension professional know whether identified 
educ7a.

tional objectives were achieved. Did he succeed as a professional 
educator.

2. It is necessary that some evaluation be provided to the publics that 
part 

a5
pated in the program, sponsored the program, or provided resources 

(such

extension budgets). The very fact that these publics were involved in
 sorne

part of the programming process makes evaluation and reporting 
necessary.

3. For the extension worker to develop new and better objectives and irnPr°ve

the planning process on a continuous basis, some form of evaluation mos%

occur. A look at the past activities as they relate to objectives may sugges _ As,

that the extension worker: a) spend more time on identifying 
clientele neeu

b) modify the kinds of objectives identified, c) use different 
methods to

solve their problems, d) involve more or different resources to 
achieve ob. e

jectives, and e) help other organizations or clientele become invo
lved In trl

process.

Many Extension workers look on evaluation as a time consuming 
process

essential only to extension administration. Actually, each extension 
program 

should be evaluated so the extension teacher can determine what 
happened ana

how the process could be improved if repeated.

CONCLUSION

The framework for program development in Minnesota Cooperative 
Exte

work has been described briefly to help extension workers understand how exte.0

sion programs occur. If the primary purpose of Cooperative Extension 
work Is 

their
help individuals, families, groups, organizations, and the communities achieve with
goals through educational efforts, some process of providing these individu

als on,

subject matter and skills is necessary. Just as the subject matter presented in e
x _

sion programs is based on research, and experience, so is extension's progratil here
velopment based on 50 years' experience and research. The process 

described s

can help an extension educator help the extension organization and its 
audience

achieve their purposes.


